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The history and evolution of AI has shaped Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) research and
applications. We are currently living in an upswing of AI. To what degree does that
mean an upswing of CBR as well? And what buttons should we push in order to
increase the influence of CBR within the current AI summer, and beyond?

Artificial Intelligence as a scientific field was established at a Dartmouth College
seminar in 1956, but ever since ancient times the idea of thinking as a formal and
mechanistic process has occupied people’s minds. After the firing of the starting shot in
56, the field has experienced both summers and winters, including two serious AI
winters up to now. The causes behind these shifts in seasons have been subject to
substantial discussion, and a compelling question of course is what to learn from this.

Case-Based Reasoning has had its own development history within the broader AI
field. The grouping of AI methods into data-driven AI and knowledge-based AI [1] is
also a familiar distinction in CBR. Recent trends in AI has clearly favoured the
data-driven methods, and the well-known successes of Deep Neural Networks is a
justification for that. But in order to widen the scope of AI methods, and be able to
address a wider range of problems and applications, there are reasons to believe that a
stronger knowledge-based influence will be needed in the years to come. Several
authors have claimed we should look beyond the current upswing of AI, some have
argued for methods inspired by human cognition, and others for a need to revitalize
symbol-processing based on explicit knowledge representation. Pat Langley started the
Cognitive Systems Movement [5], aimed at getting AI back to its roots of studying
artefacts that explore the full range of human intelligence. The Artificial General
Intelligence initiative addresses thinking machines with full human capabilities and
beyond [3]. A focus on symbolic AI and knowledge representation issues has been
strongly advocated by Hector Levesque [6], who also warns us to not to be blinded by
short-term successes of particular methods.

Initiatives such as these are important to be aware of when we discuss future paths
for CBR, and AI more generally. Moreover, the upswing of AI has created in the
public, media, and decision makers a great confusion as to what AI is, where numerous
concepts — AI, robots, ML, deep learning, and big data, together with the “smart”
adjective before almost anything — are conflated and used interchangeably.

So, where is CBR in the overall AI landscape today? Does it live its own life
alongside other main subareas, or are there sufficient similarities at the foundational



level to group CBR with other methods? With a focus on machine learning, a division
of the ML field into five “tribes” has been suggested [2], within which one such tribe is
the “Analogizers”, united by their reliance on similarity assessment as the basis for
learning. It is a diverse tribe covering analogical reasoning, instance-based methods,
and support vector machines. For each of the five tribes a unifying ‘master algorithm’ is
proposed, and some people may fall off their chairs when kernel machines is assigned
as the unifying method for this tribe. Anyway, views like this may trigger discussions
that will lead to a better understanding of CBR in relation to other AI methods.

Given the growing interest in cognitive foundations of AI, we recall the notions of
System 1 and System 2 in human cognition presented by Kahneman [4]. System 1 is a
model of human memory capable of ‘fast thinking’, basically performing recognition of
new inputs and responding intuitively, while System 2 models the deliberate, explicit
reasoning performed by humans. An important issue to discuss is how they could be
related to an integrated view of CBR encompassing both data-driven and
knowledge-intensive processes.

All these considerations open up some important future challenges and opportu-
nities for CBR, including: How to interpret the revitalized cognitive turn in the para-
digm of CBR? How can data-driven CBR be competitive with current ML
developments? Can CBR offer a new kind of synergy of data-driven and
knowledge-intensive approaches for AI?
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